Development of Anti-Cancer Stem Cells as Theranostic Agents in the Treatment of Different Cancer Types: An Update
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Abstract

Various unprecedented anti-tumor potential targets that robustly target cancer cells while sparing normal cells have been produced by biomedical research in cancer therapeutic intervention for interrupting disease progression and their cure. Stem cells characterize an accessible cell source for novel cell based clinical therapies by inhibiting tumor progression signaling pathways. They carry distinctive characteristics of isolation and migration to tissue inflammation site, inherited modifiability and protein expression. Stem cells are also used in immune-reconstitution and tissue regeneration. Implication of different types of stem cells as an attractive candidate for targeted delivery of anti-neoplastic agents has emerged as a promising field in anticancer therapy. Mutual interaction between cancer cells and stem cells results in effective and safer clinical therapy for tumors. Keeping in view, this review highlights the potential role of stem cells in the progression of tumor metastasis and also summarizes the role of different signaling pathways in carcinogenesis and their involvement in disease treatment. It also focuses on the current advances in stem cells practice in therapeutics of cancer.
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Introduction

The Cancer word is originated from the word “Kapkivos” to depict tumor while the tumor is derived from Latin word to describe tumefaction and swelling [1]. Cancer also termed as malignant neoplasm, has described as a fraction of diseases in which there is uncontrolled growth of cells and invading of tumors in different tissues and organs. This abnormal cell growth can cause mutation in various signaling pathways involved in cell growth, function and division by the activation of pro-oncogenes to oncogenes and suppression of anti-cancer genes. Cancer cells also become resistant to programmed cell death (apoptosis). Various external and internal factors including immune surveillance, EMT (epithelial-mesenchymal transition), mesenchymal-epithelial transition, angiogenetic switch, genetic and other diseases contribute to the development of early tumors [2]. Cancer is a saga of diseases whose cell versatility and adaptability makes it cure intricate. Various cancers developed inside the body make their detection and treatment extremely difficult such as liver cancer, intestinal cancer and colon cancer while some cancers reside near to the surface like melanoma or retinoblastoma. In general, cancer is referring with fast growing characteristics, but in some cases it is exceedingly slow such as follicular lymphoma [3]. Normal human cells are confined to a specific area from where they belong to while cancerous cells disregard this rule and invade throughout different body organs. This process of invasion is termed as metastasis, which is involved in the destruction of organic/origin where it is developed and spread to organs via the lymphatic system or blood circulation. In cancer patients, it is the most frequent root of mortality. The process of metastasis in carcinomas is well thought to involve discrete steps. The foremost steps are invasion which require loss of cell adhesion of neoplastic epithelial cells and become motile to invade the contiguous tissues. The second step involves intravasation in which the cancerous cells enter the systemic circulation via lymphatic vessels or blood vessel endothelium. Few circulating tumor cells emerge to be capable to endure through the passage of circulation to enter the next step. This step known as extravasation includes few survivor tumor cells that extravagate through endothelium of capillaries to distant sites where they proliferate. Lastly, in these distant sites, even small subsets of metastasis cells are proficient of thriving into malignant secondary tumors [4-6]. Very small percentage of tumor cells belong to primary tumors that can cross circulation and forms distant metastatic abrasion. Almost 90% cancer cells released from primary tumor can cross one or more of three steps of the metastatic process while only 2% are able to become micro metastatic, out of which only 0.2% are capable of inducing angiogenesis and form distant metastatic lesions [7]. Our immune system is quite efficient to recognize and destroy foreign invaders such as viruses, bacteria and abnormal or unfamiliar cells in the body with the help of white blood cells.

Cancerous cells are capable to slip through immune system without activating the immune cells to destroy them in all places either at the initial tumor site or in circulation, at the site of constitution of secondary tumors after metastasis [8]. Even though early diagnosis along with early intervention is the superlative approach to fight cancer, over the existing chemotherapeutic course of therapy, an improved modality is manifestly requisite for the treatment of cancer. Current chemotherapeutic approaches are deficient in the level of selectivity that is required to distinguish between normal body cells and tumor cells which escort mortal side effects. A noteworthy proportion of cancer casualties include death due to atrocious effects of chemotherapy [3]. Cancer is next to cardiovascular and infectious...
diseases in causing death. It accounts approximately 8.2 million deaths every year. It contributes to 12% in overall human mortalities. The 80% of cancer is caused by environmental and lifestyle risk factors while remaining 20% predispose to genetic factors [9]. Main lifestyle risk factors involve the progression of cancer, it includes tobacco and alcohol misuse, stress and poor dietary habits, environmental factors such as bacterial and viral infections contribute geographically in the progression of cancer. It accounts 10% of all malignancies in developed countries, 25% in tropical countries. The most frequent viruses put in causing cancer in the cervix; skin, stomach and lymphatic system are Human Papilloma virus, Epstein-Barr virus and human herpes virus or Kaposi sarcoma associated virus which either promotes proliferation of cancer cells or enhancing resistance to programmed cell death result in increasing the survival chances of neoplastic cells [10]. Bacteria and parasites type infectious agents have been proposed to raise the risk of stomach cancer. Additionally, carcinogenic risk factors allow the abnormal cells to resist apoptosis; there is the acquisition of infinite ability of proliferation permitting the progression of tumors of cancerous cells [11].

In normal, healthy tissues, there exists a balance between proliferation of cells and apoptosis. The imbalance between this processes which promote proliferation along with the reduction in cell death can cause cancer. The genetic information which involves DNA replication and entirely and appropriately transmitted to the descendant cells is crucial for the healthy proliferation of cells. However, this DNA information can be disrupted by various external factors such as chemical or radiation, or intrinsic factors which include the addition of inappropriate base pairs by DNA polymerase in the replication process [1]. Cells have a repair mechanism in general that is capable of correcting minor faults in genetic information. But enduring and enormous change in DNA is referred as mutation. These mutations can trigger apoptosis process that is biologically reasonable to prevent brutal DNA damage in healthy cells. Each cell accrues more and more mutations in its DNA over time, which affects different DNA sections that regulate growth and division and develop cancer. The cancerous cells divulge special properties that they are able to evade apoptosis, infinite replication potential, avoid immune destruction and deregulate their cellular energy. Cancer cells can be characterized by inducing persistent angiogenesis, tissue invasion, and metastasis and genome instability. Cancer cells are also different in appearance from normal cells in shape of cell and irregular structures [12]. Tumors are classified as benign or malignant. Benign tumors are confined to the tissues where they proliferate while malignant tumor initially grow only inside a specific tissue and later on extra mutations can generate daughter tumors that shift to other organs invading metastases [13].

**Stem Cells**

Stem cells are defined as unspecified cells that are capable of self-renewal and can differentiate into one or more type of specialized cells. They may vary in differentiation capacity and can be classified depending on the grade of flexibility to totipotent, pluripotent, multipotent and unipotent. With differentiation, their potential to differentiate becomes more confined. Totipotent stem cells are the most versatile among all types. The fertilized egg up till blastomeres stage can be regarded as totipotent and can differentiate and create an entire organism including extra embryonic tissues. Inner cell mass derived embryonic stem cells give rise to embryo itself [14,15]. Embryonic stem cells are considered as pluripotent because of their ability to form all the three germ cell layers that are ectoderm, mesoderm and endoderm but they cannot produce extra embryonic tissues unlike totipotent stem cells. Multipotents have even more restrict differentiation potential as compared to pluripotent stem cells, and they are capable of forming various cell types within particular lineages.

Multipotents stem cells include hematopoietic stem cells, which are involved in the formation of red blood cells, white blood cells and platelets. Lastly, unipotent also known as progenitor cells are restricted to differentiate into only one type of cells. Examples include erythroid progenitor cells [16,17]. Somatic or adult stem cells are multipotent stem cells that are found in all tissues to replenish dying cells or the cells that have lost their function throughout the life of a person. Adult stem cells are found in all different tissue types of different organs (muscles, bone marrow, adipose tissues, liver, retina, pancreas, brain, dental pulp, intestines, blood and skin). It was thought earlier that somatic cells are limited in their potential to differentiate and can form only one type of cell restricted in their origin tissue while in the past few decades, studies on stem cells reported that adult stem cells from different tissues are capable of forming cell types from all three germ layers [17,18]. These reports unwrap new innovation and endow with an easily reachable cell source that could be used to treat various degenerative diseases.

**Cancer Stem Cells and Metastatic Cancer Stem Cells**

Some specific neoplastic cells occupy the properties similar to normal stem cells in having the ability to form all cell types in a specific tumor sample, membrane transport and DNA repair, regulate self-renewal and differentiate by a variety of external stimuli, oncogenic mutations and show radioresistence and chemoresistence or tumor relapse known as cancer stem cells also called tumor initiating cells (TIC). Cancer stem cells proposed to be a fundamental driving force for the progression of tumor, initiating invasion, metastasis and recurrence [19]. Cancer stems can be formed from various cell sources, including normal adipose derived stromal cells (ASCs), progenitor cells or even differentiated cells [20]. Normal stem cells having an active self-renewal pathway when vulnerable to mutants can be transformed into cancer stem cells while other differentiated or progenitor cells may have to attain more additional mutations particularly in genes associated with self-renewal properties to form cancer stem cells. The CSCs also have the ability to deregulate many signaling pathways, including Wnt, Notch, and Hedgehog pathways. There are assumptions that normal stem cells when form cancer stem cells show more aggressive behavior as compared to cancer stem cells arise from progenitor cells [21]. When cancer research planned to be conducted, the tumor is established in experimental species by injecting tumor cells. Due to high tumorigenic capacity, CSCs are able to form efficient tumor even in limited small concentrations. The ratio of CSCs in acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is as low as 1:10,000. The cancer stem cells were firstly identified in human AML demonstrating that a few neoplastic cells due to their self-renewal and differentiation potential capacity are involved the re-occurrence of the entire disease after several transplantations were found in the immature CD34+CD38- [22].

After this discovery, more researches on solid tumors reported the presence of cancer stem cells in different tumors, including breast, lung, pancreas, brain, colon, prostate, ovarian and melanoma and gastric cancers [23-31]. This CSCs identification opens new aspects in the field of cancer. It is hypothesized that cancer stem cells targeting propose imperative and innovative advances in targeting cancer. Cancer stem
cell obliteration which is the root of cancer is supposed to show a potential approach to cure cancer or improve cancer survival. Many approaches such as molecular targeted therapy, target molecular signaling pathways, natural compounds and their potential to attack cancer stem cells, usage of stem cell therapy and differentiation therapy are developed to destroy cancer stem cells [32]. Cancer SCs are different from normal stem cells in that they express a unique repertoire of surface biomarkers including CD molecules (CD133, CD44, CD24, CD166), ATP binding cassette Transporters (ABCBS, ABCG2), CXCR4, LRCs, EpCAM, ALDH1, Telomerse and SP cells [33-35]. Cancer stem cells are capable of promoting angiogenesis and lymphangiogenesis [36-40]. Recent studies have linked epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) with cancer stem cells [41].

EMT is an essential procedure induced by many pleiotropic transcription factors, including hepatocyte growth factors, Snail, EGF, TGF-β, Slug, deltaEF1, Zeb1 and Bmi-1, Notch or Hedgehog signaling pathway that disrupt epithelial junction and adhesion which endow the cancer cells to leave the original tumor site and migrate to microenvironment and enter the circulatory system. [42-51]. The concept of metastatic cancer stem cells was foremost introduced in a study conducted in human colorectal cancer [52]. The Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway heterogeneous activation in both solid tumor and metastatic tumor suggesting two different forms of cancer stem (stationary CSCs and Mobile CSCs) in tumor development.

The stationary cancer stem cells are present in epithelial cells and maintain in differentiated regions throughout the progression of tumor but cannot disseminate. However, mobile cancer stem cells are highly capable of being motile leading to rapidly invasive growth and dissemination of tumor cells.

Mobile CSCs function in three parts. One part of mobile CSCs asymmetrically divides, proliferate and differentiate into daughter cells at the site of origin, while another part migrate to some distance away and divide to increase the primary tumor area. The remaining part metastasized to generate tumor in distant locations [52]. Later Andreas Trump et al. [53] proposed metastasis initiating cell model, suggesting that metastatic initiating cells can be differentiated from clones of CSCs by their ability of metastasis in vivo and its expansion in a secondary location necessitate “metastatic niche”.

Emerging evidences supports the contribution of cancer stem cells in metastasis by demonstration of heterogeneity of CSCs in colon cancer model in animals which proposed three types of distinct cancer stem cells, including extensively self-renewing long term tumor initiating cells (LT-TICs), tumor transient amplifying cells (T-TACs) and delayed contributing tumor initiating cells (DC-TICs) [54].

Overlapping molecules profiles and signaling pathways regulating both cancer stem cells and cancer metastasis also support this involvement. In orthotopic models, Breast cancer cells in primary tumors and lung metastasis contained an enriched quantity of cancer stem cells that have the ability to form tumors at origin site and also associated with generation of lung metastasis [55].

Invasive cancer stem cells (ICSCs), metastatic associated cancer stem cells in primary tumorigenesis, are capable of invading extracellular matrix and eventually get access to blood vessels. ICSCs are converted to disseminating cancer cells via deregulation of mutations and modified signaling activation. Only a few of these cells are transformed to metastatic cancer stem cells that can undergo the process of extravasation and generate colonies in faraway organs. They are also induced by various mesenchymal factors or cross talk among cancer stem cells and their surrounding microenvironment [56].

Infiltration of tumor cells informs stromal cells to aid in self-renewing of cancer stem cells and formation of metastasis is indicated in a recent study [57]. Tumor-derived secreted factors and bone marrow- derived cells promoted pre-metastatic niche derived from the primary tumor in secondary organs provide aid in generating microenvironment for recruitment and colonization of metastatic cancer stem cells [58-61].

Detection of metastatic cancer stem cells in early stages of tumor development provides a valuable method for the prediction and diagnosis of distant metastasis. Bone marrow disseminating cancer cells and circulating tumor cell in the peripheral circulation of tumor patients can be identified and evaluated at single cell level that have highly relevant for metastasis [62,63]. Foremost approaches for disseminating tumor cells detection is antibodies-immunological assay against particular surface marker and PCR assay [62] followed by further experimentation to observe cancer stem cells phenotypes and assessment of tumor generation and metastatic abilities.

The hypothesis of metastatic cancer stem cells has primary inference for metastatic treatments. Metastatic therapy approaches include targeting MCSCs through their particular surface markers (CD133, CD44) [64,65], targeting self-renewal and differentiation pathways [66], metastatic niche disruption and the dormant state by targeting homeostatic processes such as inflammation, hypoxia, epithelial-mesenchymal transition and angiogenesis to eradicate metastatic cancer stem cells and diminish recurrence of cancer and metastasis [67].

Renewal and Differentiation Signaling Pathways Involved the Progression of Tumor

According to researches and explained in the Figure 1, the dogmatic mechanism of cancer stem cells, they rely greatly on the stability of signaling pathways in order to sustain the renewal and differentiation ability of tumor cells. So, their better understanding of these mechanisms aid in discovery and advancement of cancer stem cells targeting anticancer drugs. Disruption and excessive activation of these signaling pathways contribute to tumorigenicity.

Signal pathways such as Wnt, Notch and Hedgehog pathways play a significant part in CSCs reappearance and maintenance. However, there are limited evidences for the dependence of cancer stem cell on these pathways, the development of selective cancer stem cell therapies is necessary to avoid potential side effects that are caused by inhibition of normal stem cell function. Secreted signaling protein, Wnt, is involved in the interaction of receptor molecules with the target cell surface.
Loss of APC induces aberrant response of Wnt/β-catenin pathway can be disrupted by small molecule that would therapeutically be efficient agents against colorectal and other cancer. A wide range of compounds that appears beneficial in particularly modulating Wnt/β-catenin signals aid in eradicating drug resistant cancer stem cells involved in tumor relapse and metastasis. NSAID by blocking the Wnt targeted COX-2 or by promoting TCF degradation directly involved in disrupting Wnt signaling [71]. Vitamin A, vitamin D and their derivatives like natural compounds compete with β-catenin/TCF interactions and aid the relocation of β-catenin to the membrane by E-cadherin. Some recently discovered Wnt/β-catenin signaling inhibitors i.e. monoclonal antibodies, WIFI and SFRPs, small interfering RNAs against Wnt1/2, PRI-724 and CP2P32291 have become a part of preclinical trials. To achieve this goal additionally the critical regulators of Axin and β-catenin levels, Tankyrase enzymes can be drugged. The success of this drug is primarily dependent on development TCF/β-catenin interaction inhibitors. Wnt signaling is a highly conserved pathway play a critical role in cell-fate decision, tissue pattern and morphogenesis [72]. Human consist of four Notch receptors that contain a trans-membrane peptide and an extracellular peptide having EGF receptor like repeats. Out of four, Notch 1 and 2 are frequently distributed in all cells, however, only vascular smooth muscles and endothelial cells express Notch 3 and Notch 4. Jagged or delta like family of membrane proteins via binding through ligands cleavage the receptor by members of protease families ADAM and γ-secretase. This pathway is involved in the maintenance of stem cell in various cancers. Notch signaling activation trigger various factors that transmit bidirectional signals to cancer cells, which in turn expresses both ligand and the receptor. It also conveys signals all over among cancer, stroma and endothelial cells [74]. A study related to Notch signaling in glioblastoma showed inhibition of Notch via endothelial cell intermediate can able to reduce cancerous stem cells in glioblastoma [75]. Notch disruption promotes enhanced radiation response by diminishing CD133+ in glioblastoma. It can be achieved at different stages such as inhibition of γ-secretase mediated notch cleavage, target Notch ligands or Notch receptor activation and modulation of Notch signal by another pathway components. For examples, Notch 1 induced by PI3K/Akt pathway in the development of melanoma and human arterial endothelial cells. Notch 1 and Notch 2 may be down regulated by a negative regulator GSK3α/β.

As a critical mediator of segmental patterning, the Hedgehog signaling pathway was first recognized in fly, Drosophila during embryonic development. It controls proliferation, migration, isolation of target cells in spatial, sequential and concentration reliant manner [76-79]. The signaling pathway is triggered by binding of any of three ligands including sonic (Shh), Desert and Indian Hedgehog to 12-pass transmembrane spanning receptor Patched (Pch 1). Hedgehog signaling involved in regulating cancer stem cells is evident from many studies conducted on various cancers, including glioblastoma, breast cancer, myeloma, pancreatic adenocarcinoma and chronic myeloid leukemia. An experimental study on chronic myeloid leukemia showed that Hh signaling inhibition by gene disruption of Smo may cause hindrance of BCR-ABL expresses leukemic stem cells and enhanced survival [80,81]. A research on multiple myeloma suggested Hedgehog signaling can act via multiple signaling modes with the same cancer and can mediate interaction between cancer stem cells, differentiated tumor cells and microenvironment [82].

Myeloid leukemia has reported the significance of Wnt signaling in cancer stem cell biology. It is also implicated in cancer stem cell maintenance in melanoma, colon cancer, breast cancer, and liver cancer and lung tumors. Wnt signaling mediated by β-catenin depending on its cellular localization is involved in two distinct cell functions. Epithelial adhesion protein E-Cadherin sequestered membrane localized β-catenin to manage cell to cell adhesion, while β-catenin cytoplasmic accumulation followed by its nuclear translocation is distinctive feature of epithelial cancer and also significant for metastatic process and EMT (epithelial-mesenchymal transition) [68]. Wnt signaling activation can be associated with stemness is not surprise because EMT enduring tumor cells share characteristics with embryonic stem cells [69]. Few research on mouse model have reported the necessity of β-catenin in chronic myeloid leukemia for the self-renewal process of both normal hematopoietic stem cells as well as cancer stem cells and activation of β-catenin transform myeloid precursors in acute myeloid leukemia HoxA9/Meis1 transducer model [70].
signaling plays a significant role in the progression, homeostasis and abnormality [83]. Hedgehog activated by Smo sends signal intracellularly. The cyclopaamine discovery and its subsequent activity in hedgehog signaling pathway aid in Hh inhibitor development with drugs containing properties and improve bioactivity [84]. Smo antagonists and Cur-61414, two groups, screened diverse synthetic chemical libraries for hedgehog antagonists encouraged by identification of druggable hedgehog pathway element [85,86]. This all paved the way of various Smo antagonists, including Cur-61414, GDC-0449 and BMS-833923 into clinical trials. The small molecule binding domain in Smo demonstrated that its activity is gated by Hh-dependent access to a cellular metabolite with either Smo-activating or Smo-inhibitory properties. Mostly Hedgehog antagonists targeting Smo [87]. Thus success in identifying chemicals that target signal transduction pathways would flare up new potentials for mono-therapeutic or combined therapeutic choices that may improve current approaches that aimed common mechanism of rapid abnormal cell growth.

Proposition of Cancer Treatment

Various treatment strategies are applied depending on the type, site, size of tumor, tumor grade and the patient's health. The most frequent cancer therapies include surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy while other less common include immune therapy and monoclonal antibody therapy. With the researches going on cancer provide better understanding of the underlying mechanisms of cancer and evolutionary changes undergo in its treatments to enhance the effectiveness and precision and to increase survivability and life quality of patients. Surgery of tumor originates from ancient Egypt era, while radiation therapy is the product of 1899. Chemotherapeutical and further cancer target therapy are developed in the 20th century. These all treatments are aimed at impairing the rapid growth and division of cells. Cancer stem cells are resistant to radiotherapy and chemotherapy, however the exact reason is not yet known. Some reasons of this resistance are that these therapies demolish the high proliferating cells, whereas the cancer stem cells less often divide than distinguish cancer cells and cancer stem cells undergo genetic mutations which hinder their response to these therapies. Moreover, cancerous cells are more prone to DNA damage repair, as compared to healthy cells [88]. Three possibilities exist for tumors in which CSCs play a role. Firstly, the development of primary tumors, secondly, refractory cancer stems cells, leading to recurrence of tumor and thirdly, metastasis [89]. Indeed, traditional cancer treatments mark rapid growing neoplastic cells and cancer stem cells undergo genetic mutations which hinder their response to these therapies. Moreover, cancerous cells are more prone to DNA damage repair, as compared to healthy cells [88]. Three possibilities exist for tumors in which CSCs play a role. Firstly, the development of primary tumors, secondly, refractory cancer stems cells, leading to recurrence of tumor and thirdly, metastasis [89].

For the therapeutic purposes ESCs would ideally be the actual source of stem cells when compared with ASCs, as ESCs has an indefinite life span and high totipotency whereas; narrow life span and lower totipotency is linked with the ASCs. Although, ESCs use has constraints ethically (Health Department, UK, National Institutes of International Society and Health for the Research of Stem Cell) and there has been imposed a restriction for their use in therapeutic and research purposes [93] and disallowed in various countries round the world. Additionally, in mice the stem cells that have higher totipotency are more tumorogenic [94]. Therefore, for the facility of availability and fully constrained on the ethical issues, the stem cells that are commonly used for therapeutic and research purposes are ASCs. Another reason for the ASCs use is that they are easily accessible as compared to ESCs. As stated in literature, from bone marrow (MSCs and HSCs), ASCs are the stem cells that are studied most commonly [95]. In bone marrow HSCs has been supported by MSCs and have the capacity to discern both in vitro and in vivo into the various dissimilar mesenchymal cells like cartilage, bone, muscle, fat, marrow stroma and tendon [96].

Pre-implanted human embryos that are 5 days old derive the ESCs, however, it has the potential risk of damaging the embryo. ASCs can be found from various tissues, e.g. synovium, bone, adipose tissue, deciduous teeth, blood vessels, brain, blood of the umbilical cord [97-100]. In the clinical and research fields, there has been a restriction for the use of ESCs due to ethical and legal reasons and for stem cells ASCs turns out to be the main supplement. However, various sites can provide ASCs, but the ideal source has not been found yet. Most commonly, there is an acquirement of ASCs from peripheral blood and bone marrow. To get ASCs, a very common procedure is the aspiration of bone marrow (BM), but it has an association with the morbidity in the sort of sepsis and wound infection complication [101]. ASCs are obtainable from the adipose tissues, e.g. infrapatellar fat and abdominal fat [102,103] that is eventually less morbid and less invasive procedure than the aspiration of bone. It has been described that there is no visible difference in the aging of cells, growth kinetics, and transduction of stromal cells that are adhered and yield from the stem cells that are obtained from adipose tissues or bone marrow [104]. An easily accessible and safe route is also provided by the peripheral blood for the isolation of ASCs with reduced morbidity. Through the peripheral blood the ASCs use has exhibited to bring on more NK (Natural Killer) and T cells as compared with the ASCs of bone marrow [105]. Recently, there is a claim to obtain stem cells from amniotic fluid, not including any harm to the embryo and mother.

Peripheral blood or bone marrow is the most common source of the stem cells. The bone marrow aspiration procedure is invasive and it is associated with possible complications that are potential and includes fracture, infection of wounds, and the sepsis, whereas the procedure for the isolation of PBSCs is invasive with lesser extent and eventually less morbid. Higher NK cell and CD4 T cells have been induced by the PBSCs as compared to the stem cells that are obtained from bone marrow [105]. Hence, the stem cells that are obtained from the peripheral blood are considered and are the preferred source of stem cells, nonetheless many clinical; trials have been publicized many conclusions about the controversial nature comparing with the PBSCs and BM stem cells. It has also been noticed that there is a variation
with PBSCs in the occurrence of the graft versus the reaction of the host as compared with to the BM-stem cells [106,107]. Storek et al. suggested that the subset counts of higher lymphocyte are yielded by PBSC [108] while Hernandez et al. noticed that there is no difference in the lymphocyte number, but he noted a faster re-constitution of the cytotoxic subsets [109]. Similarly, controversial results were presented by these trials that include host disease versus graft, disease free survival, overall survival and immune recovery. There has been documented a double stem cell transplantation to improve the overall survival when compared to the single stem cell transplantation [110]. G-CSF (Granulocyte-colony stimulating factor) aids in the rapid growth and differentiation of the progenitor cells that are haematopoietic. Also, G-CSF have been reported to mobilize the stem cells of autologous peripheral blood to save and grow in size the telomerase length [111]. There are many agents that enhance the activity of G-CSF in the stem cell mobilization. These are docetaxel and paclitaxel [112,113], lithium [114], recombinant methionyl human stem cell factor (r-metHuSCF) [115] and recombinant human thrombopoietin [113].

In the use of the stem cells, the limiting factor of major value in the clinical area is the stem cell life span. Theoretically, from this point of view the embryonic stem cells are the best due to their life span that is indefinite replicative and is linked to their expression of telomerase [116]. Although, practically, in the clinical area the embryonic stem cell use is much restricted. Many ASCs do not have adequate activity of telomerase and thus the loss of the telomerase cannot be prevented. At every division, there has been seen a shortening of telomerase and the replication process slows down and in the end, the cells eventually cease to divide (phase of crisis) [117]. Hence, we might not be able to get enough stem cells of adult for performing the clinical task. One solution is the genetic manipulation to extend the span of replication of stem cells by the gene introduction that is involved in controlling replicative life span. In humans, by overcoming the replicative aging, this can be achieved by the use of ectopic expression of the telomerase gene hTERT [118]. In the recent years, various studies suggested that the hTERT expressing the stem cells, it continues to increase rapidly and maintain their differentiation ability [119-122]. Similarly, there has been an immortalization of hMSCs by transduction with the HPV16 E6/E7 in vitro with not having any changes of neoplastic nature [123]. If it turns out to be successful to connote this principle in the clinical practice, stem cells of quantitative amount may not be the prognostic factor in future outcomes.

**Stem Cell-Based Therapies for Cancer Treatment**

A number of therapies related to stem-cell rising as a talented approach to deal with cancer. Different types of stem cell displayed inherent tropism of tumors. The purpose is to find out the anti-cancerous agents that vigorously attack malignant cells without having any damaging effects on healthy normal cells. Negative aspects of these conservative treatments lead to extensive damage of normal tissues. Various mature stem-cells illustrate inherent tumor tropic properties; they are too smart for the release of anticancer agents. A dual policy runs in which stem cells distribute cancer cells to micro metastatic lesions that causes precise release at proper place. Stem cells can be adapted or they can discharge anticancer agents, thus avoiding the short half-lives that various chemotherapeutic agents display. The production of preclinical stem cell therapies leftover, translating into clinic necessities that become more technical and rigid. Stem cells propose medicine due to the regeneration and therapeutic prospective, a great deal to investigate them. Without proper information the clinical purpose of stem cells can be put at risk, stated by Stamina Foundation, Italy [124]. It is required to remove expectations from publicity to differentiate the therapeutic potential that stem cells convey clinically from the overstated promises that pass through the media and scientific text. This point of view needs to emphasize the current improvement in stem cells related treatment. At first it is important to focus on the status of technologies that have been used to control and originate stem cells in clinical studies to attack malignant cells.

**Stem Cells as Therapeutical Delivery Tools**

To enhance the efficacy of anticancer agents, it is required to avoid the related problems like adverse pharmacokinetics and other problems in the development of constant concentrations in surrounding areas of tumor. If talking about tumor formation in the brain, there are various compounds that are unable to pass through blood-brain barrier, this is another confusing aspect. Stem cells are used as rescue agents and they deal with all these provocations. By the use of any other probable rescue technique or process, it has, the more authorized comeback than any other be considered as a conservative rescue process. The restorative action of SC treatment makes as best when SCs evade the host immune system regarding the point of malignant. Though these features are much attractive and these characteristics remain to some degree. It is very well known that SCs have immunosuppressive properties due to the assets of cytokines and growth factors which adapt the cellular and innate immune pathways of host [125-127].

Numerous researches have established that transplantation of different mature and initiated allogeneic donor SCs trigger an immune response; however, they become have negative response [128-132]. For instance, fibroblasts are allogeneic mesenchymal SCs, they give the impression to be fewer immunogenic as compared to allogeneic non-stem cell donor cells [133]. In xenografts mouse models, the wandering ability of neural stem cells and neural originators were exposed at first because of having the skill to reside within the skull in brain tumors and non-neural tumors in other areas of body [134-136]. Furthermore, neural SCs not only consolidate into the primary tumor surroundings and also move in the direction of the intracranial micro-satellite that characterizes malignant tumors of brain e.g., glioblastoma [134]. A various types of human SCs have tumor-tropic characteristics [137-139]. In tumor-tropism of SCs cellular and molecular procedures are complicated. A variety of chemokine-chemokine receptors are related to tumor tropism and may be the most excellent considered is stromal cell derived factor 1 (SDF1; also called as CXCL12) and the receptor is chemokines receptor 4 (CXC4). In the passage of various stem cells and matrix metalloproteinase 1 (MMP 1), proteinase-activated receptor 1 (PAR 1) classes involving mature stem cells [140-143], embryonic stem cells (ESCs) [144] and induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs), the SDF1-CXC4 signaling axis have been exposed to have the most important function [145]. Some essential pathways have been expelled by adding P13K signaling, urokinase-type plasminogen activator (uPA)-uPA receptor (uPAR), MMP1-proteinase-activated receptor 1 (PAR1) and vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2 (VEGFR2) [146-150]. The quantity of SCs travel to the tumor is affected by different characters involving the environment of SCs and the microenvironment of tumor. To gain knowledge about the characters that affect the wandering potential of...
SCs will permit the better capacity to adapt SC immigration and enhance the therapeutic ability of SCs.

Development of Anticancer Stem Cells

Unaltered stem cells can have inherent anti-tumor properties to factors that are released by stem cells and physical relationship and connections that are recognized among the stem cells and tumor cells [151-153]. Stem cells have been established in many different ways to cover up cancer and several are in detail as given below. Therapeutic proteins release stem cells and they can be grouped into two wide portions that consist of whether they perform in a straight way on cells or may be in underneath supporting tumor cells, blood vessels and stroma are the examples. The adaptation of SCs by viral transduction to show the transeptencing encoding releasable effector proteins, though non-viral methods have shown various benefits, like low host immunogenicity [154,155]. Pro-apoptotic protein tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) are the factors that affect directly and attached to death receptor 4 (DR4; this is also called as TRAILR1 and DR5 also called as TRAILR2), these are known for causing apoptosis [156,157]. Proteins can struggle to block the attachment of endogenous ligands to associated receptor is the different policy that has consequences in the removal of proliferation pathways in the cancer and related cells.

An example the appearance of organic agents that attach to epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) or with tumor specific variant EGFRvIII [158,159] and cytokines like interferon-β (IFNβ) and IFNα41, it controls the tumor growth in a negative way but in different preclinical cancer models [160-164]. Some of the effectors involving that agents restrain the development of tumor-associated vasculature, for instance antangiogenic thrombospondin 1 (TSP also called as THBS1) [165] and PEX which is a part of MMP2, successfully restrict the development of tumor accumulation due to having a non-permissive microenvironment [166]. The underlying principle is that the immunosuppressive cancer location can be changed into one that makes the immune action, not in favour of cancer [167]. Some of the human MSCs have made for the release of IL-12 or IL-18 and they are more competent than injection of doxorubicin only [184]. To defeat these barriers, the use of SCs as nanoparticles release agents that can travel to develop malignancies and to set down the overloaded nanoparticles that are related to the cancer [185,186].

Though, the "Trojan horse" law is conceptually clear-cut, its completion needs more technical thoughts as well as developing well organized resources to weigh down SCs without disturbing their essential properties and calculating the release of nanoparticles from the SC to make sure the constant and under attack treatment. Come with the story is to weight the cell membrane of MSCs with porous silica nano-rattles having doxorubicin. These weighed MSCs were exposed to travel towards and encourage apoptosis in intracranial tumors; they are more competent than injection of doxorubicin only [187]. Different methods apply to the passive and calveolin or clathrin related nanoparticles into SCs [186]. At the existence of tumor, nanoparticles are secreted from stem cells, moreover, in the consequence of membrane damage due to cytolic gathering, or causing death by the use of outdoor factor like photo-induction or causing hyperthermia [188-190]. Nanoparticle related a treatment with SC release is a company that alters more examination for cancer treatment.

Induction of Cancer Cell Death via Genetic Modification of Stem Cells

Stem cells are manufactured to show enzyme that converts nontoxic pro-drugs in to a cytotoxic drug that can destroy neighboring cells by naked results, this is a policy which is described by SC mediated suicide gene therapy. The advantage of SC-mediated suicide therapy is that the SC is destroyed after its therapeutic consequences. Three of the latest suicide gene systems are used. There is the conversion of 5-fluorocytosine into the toxic antimetabolite 5-fluorouracil by the action of cytosine deaminase (CD). Thymidine kinase (HSV-Tk) is the herpes simplex virus which converts ganciclovir (GCV) into GCV-monophosphate, in the next step phosphorylation occurs which converts it into GCV-triphosphate, which stops DNA formation. Carboxylesterase (CE) enzyme has a role in the conversion of pro-drug irinotecan to topoisomerase inhibitor SN-38. In the adaptation of MSCs and NSCs, CD-5-FC system has been used and this system is good for the practice in mouse models for the treatment of brain tumors, for example glioblastoma and medulloblastoma, that consequent on the failure of tumor mass and continued existence [173-177]. The HSV-Tk system which depends upon the development of gap junctions in between the SC and target cells found nearby for competent results that have shown efficiency in various various animal models of cancer, which includes glioblastoma, breast cancer and prostate [178-180]. Human neural stem cells harnessing the CE-irinotecan system have resulted to be most efficient in preclinical models of ovarian and lung cancer, also medulloblastoma [181-183].

Nanoparticles Carrier Function of Stem Cells

The nanoparticle release mechanism is capable to have high levels of insoluble chemotherapeutic reagents, whereas defending them from damage by the insensitive atmosphere. Moreover, the outside of nanoparticles can be adapted to change the properties for example stability, solubility and targeting. Though, this technology offers significant release by the use of nanoparticles in vivo that has been demanding to the competent approval, ineffective distribution in solid tumors and unable to attack the micro metastatic lesions [184]. To defeat these barriers, the use of SCs as nanoparticles release agents that can travel to develop malignancies and to set down the overloaded nanoparticles that are related to the cancer [185,186].

Oncolytic Virus Loaded Stem Cells

Cancer oncolytic virotherapy is a novel therapeutic choice where the capability of a virus to endorse cell lysis is exploited and reprogrammed for selective demolishing cancerous cells. Such treatment modalities demonstrated anti-neoplastic activity in preclinical and clinical settings and emerge as well acceptable when experienced in clinical assessment. Though, the clinical triumph of oncolytic virotherapy has been considerably hindered due to their inability to aimed systematic metastasis, which is in part due to the therapeutic virus inability to survive in the patient circulation to target tumors at distant sites [191]. Many experimented oncolytic viruses therapeutic efficacy have been restricted in clinical trials because of various physiological, immunological and intramural barriers [192,193]. An early study established that oncolytic virus infected cell infection can protect the therapeutic payload from the host immune
system and work as factories for the production of virus and boost the therapeutic efficacy of oncolytic virus. Although an array of cell lineage has the potential as cell carriers, abundant researches have established to prove stem cells as an incredibly attractive cell carrier system in oncolytic viral therapy. The ideal cell carrier’s desire to be vulnerable to viral infectivity as well as sustain viral infection, uphold immunosuppressive properties to protect the loaded viruses from the host immune system and most prominently acquire an intrinsic tumor homing ability to deliver loaded viruses directly to metastatic site [191].

Their efficiency against quiescent and drug transporter-overexpressing cells, able them to elude the cancer stem cells typical mechanism used to resist radiotherapies and chemotherapy. The use of oncolytic virus in neoplastic therapy is based on observation of tumor regression in the face of natural viral infection [194]. Oncolytic adenovirus, ONXY-015 and H101 has been experimented in random trials. Virus can play the role of immunomodulators and cancer vaccines either by unlocking tumor antigen or by activating the immune response against infection. In addition, oncolytic viruses are capable of targeting some particular characteristics of cancer stem cells, including cell surface proteins, cancer stem cell microenvironment and transcription factors [195]. Oncolytic viruses include herpes simplex virus-1, reovirus, adenovirus, vaccinia virus, myxoma virus, etc. have shown their activity in eliminating cancer stem cells.

Enhancement in Stem Cells Efficacy

Diverse approaches that are applied to increase the stem cells therapeutically potential have categorized on the bases of their amplified intrinsic stem cells properties, augmenting their delivery or function in combination with secreted factors to raise their anti-cancer effectiveness. The in vivo survival of stem cells till the entire complete elimination of cancer and proper migration to the malignancies is important to maximize the SC-based therapy outcome. Much work is done in endeavoring to increase these characteristics. Allogeneic stem cells have somehow been immune-evasive, but their use in immune-competent recipients are still abandoned [133]. Genetic manipulation of stem cells is abundance of non-genetic approaches depend on the surface binding or loading of stem cells intracellularity with effector moieties. These are either immunosuppressive directly or that modify stem cells behavior that adopts immunosuppressive qualities.

Human mesenchymal stem cells can be loaded with chemical containing microparticles that give specific cellular characteristics of the targeted cells, including secretion rate, differentiation potential and proliferative properties. Surrounding cells may be affected through paracrine mechanism unlock the opportunity of driving whole stem cells towards preferred immune-suppressive phenotypes [196,197]. Various ways can be applied to raise the antitumor potential of stem cells, in which one is augmenting the existing transductive signaling pathways. For example, up-regulated expression of receptor of chemokines in stem cells can significantly increase chemokines mediated migration towards intracranial gliomas [198,199]. Moreover, local irradiating cancers directed by inflammation in damaged tissues can enhance stem cell tropism [200,201]. The clinical allegation of which includes the treatment of solid tumors by radiotherapy. The stem cells tumor targeted response in trail by radiotherapy may be improved as a suitable side effect.

Implication of Combination of Therapies for Enhancing Stem Cell Efficiency

Heterogeneous inhabitants of cells that are genetically or epigenetically unstable are constituents of cancer [202]. Moreover, the resistance against chemotherapeutic developed in the cancer cells, and it happens intrinsically or even during the phase of evolution (acquired resistance), hence making it difficult for the disease to get eliminated from the body using a single drug treatment [203]. Malignancies can be treated better by using the treatment of combination method. A single approach can be made to certain SCs which at the same time also express and also excrete unlike agents used as therapeutics’ having multi cancerous pathways as their targets as their therapeutic goal. While it is theoretically perplexing to make a suitable choice for tumor-definite targets and ensuing the SC management, there are numbers of studies which supports the study of using certain bimodal SCs and SC which have than one molecule functioning. Combining of HSV-tk treatment with TRAIL in glioblastoma models is the best examples of bimodal SCs, breast cancer models in mice and CD with IFNβ in glioblastoma [160,178,204]. The combination of the pro-apoptotic TRAIL protein with an EGFR-specific nano-body is due to a bi-functional protein which provides its therapeutic goals using multiple anti-tumor sites (ENb; a small antibody fragment) that create a conjugate known as the immune-conjugate (ENb–TRAIL) that alongside inhibit tumor growth and stimulate apoptosis [158]. Tumor burden can be decreased by the transport of ENb–TRAIL from the NSCs expressively and enhances the endurance in mice of extremely malignant glioblastoma. A parallel approach was made and was used by commencing the umbilical cord of human MSCs that excretes a CD20 definite single chained Fv fragment of antibody that is fused to a TRAIL (scFvCD20–TRAIL). In a mouse model of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma the delivery of the MSCs of scFvCD20–TRAIL was far more effective as compared to the MSC transfer of TRAIL unaccompanied due to the parallel inhibition of proliferation and encouraged apoptosis precisely in tumor cells [205].

Many studies have shown the result to improve the result of SC using a single therapy must be combined with an additional agent which is used to work in co-operation with the SC therapy or alerts another population that is resistant to the secreted biological agent. Example is the uses of different class of drug which have shown to work in collaboration with SC-transferred TRAIL that increased the mode of action of p53-dependent protein. This may include certain inhibitors that are proteasome in nature, such as bortezomib, genotoxic drugs such as cisplatin, HDAC inhibitors, the PI3K–mTOR inhibitor PI-103, MicroRNA inhibitors and short hairpin RNA (shRNA) [156,206]. The molecular mechanisms that motivate an enhancement of response to a whole class of stimuli in addition to the one that is repeated to TRAIL is multifaceted and it is reliant on the mode of action of each agent. Nonetheless, death receptors up regulation, a protein that inhibits apoptosis and activating p53-dependent apoptosis can all donate to this mixture effect. Another conducted study shows that by merging an acid known as valproic acid with human bone marrow resultant MSCs that expresses HSV-tk improves the outcome through enhancing the gap junction proteins connexin 43 expressions and it is also known as the gap junction α1 and also the gap junction protein connexin 26 which is also known as the gap junction β2, hence consenting the enhancement of diffusion of GCV monophosphate in the cell culture. This theory was explained in the living species; those mice, which were managed with GCV and valproic acid show a significant positive result in surviving for longer duration as compared
to those mice which were managed only with GCV [179]. In clinics, for the initiation for imposing the SC treatment the clinics must be standardized according to the health care. Surgical interventions may be applied to those patients who have developed glioblastomas tailed by the ionization from different radiation and also temozolomide. Kim et al. [207] conducted a study and shown that TRAIL expressed from MSCs were more beneficial in the management of glioblastomas in the existence of temozolomide. Another study showing that glioblastoma model was applied by a NSc which carries an oncolytic in combination with radiation and temozolomide. In mice having glioblastoma xenografts, this combination shown to improve the survival rate. Fascinatingly, instead of applying NSc prior to as compared to after the chemotherapy and temozolomide treatment, mice survival rate were increased to about 30% [208]. Towards radiotherapy, these results attribute to the effects of oncolytics virus over glioblastomas model, and it presents the significance of experimenting SC treatment within the current standard of care for any certain type of tumor.

Encapsulation of Stem Cells

For the therapeutic SC in vivo, route of administration has a deep effect over the anti-tumor and the survival rate. Example is in the case of brain tumors in which the intra nasal route of SC is now becoming a novel route of administrations [209,210]. In cancer bearing mice another strategy is introduced to encapsulate the SC in vivo studies. Decomposable hydrogels, materials of synthetic extracellular matrix ECM which are composed of hyaluronic acid, agarose, alginate and many other polymers permit the encapsulation of cells into the bio-companionable and semi-permeable scaffolds [211]. When coming to their ability in providing better effectiveness in the vivo cells and providing a suitable physiological environment for the cell survival and also helps against different immune responses, in various rats model recyclable hydrogels have been utilized for the SC encapsulating [212-214].

Reagan et al. [215] conducted a study and shown the significance of encapsulating MSCs that were formed for the expression of TRAIL in porous and bio-attuned silk scaffolds. Primary breast tumor growths were noticed to get reduced by the MSCs encapsulated and those who were expressing TRAIL and also shows significant results in bone, liver and lungs metastases of mice models. MSCs that were Matrigel-encapsulated were modified to express IL-12 shows positive anti-tumor effects when it was compared with MSCs non-encapsulated which is expressing IL-12 in mouse models of melanoma when they are administrated intra-tumorally [169]. The major disorders are the vascular dysfunction and also the blood–brain barrier in any tumor environment that is responsible for the impairment of the efficient transport of different therapeutic molecules in brain tumor, while encapsulation of SC is an important viewpoint for connecting tumor-specific agents. For the treatment of gliastomas we have engineered a new form of approach by encapsulating SC gliastomas removal of that specific part of the body using xenograft in different mice models that can summarize the clinical situation of surgical removal of tumor bulk as much as it can of a glioblastoma [216]. Mouse and human MSCs and NSCs encapsulation in synthetic Extra Cellular Matrix show positive enhancement in retention of surgical removal of cavity and allow the selective migration of the tumor outside the gel. Moreover, when the synthetic ExtraCellular Matrix encapsulated SCs expresses an apoptotic TRAIL protein, or get infected with oHSV TRAIL and were placed in the glioblastoma tumor removed part of the body it shows significant rise in the survival rate of those mice, which were being experiential as compared to those whose removed body part were inserted with a non-therapeutic encapsulate SCs [216]. Mutually, in pre-clinical scenarios, these studies show the use of these encapsulated SC and it also provides a podium for treating the cancer patients with surgical removal of that cancerous part.

Stem Cell Efficacy and Fate

Once for treating the patient with SC encapsulated therapies the clinicians should have a necessary knowledge about the efficacy, fate and the survival rate of this therapeutic approach. In vivo, several imaging techniques can be used to image SC therapy; SC therapy characteristics were imaged and assess by the occipital techniques when they were inserted in small animal cancer models. Those stem cells, which are modified for expressing the fluorescents and the bioluminescent stably reported the construction can be pictured by using the intra-vital fluorescence microscopic and the dual bioluminescence. Tumors when labeled correspondingly, the process of tumor formation, visualization is possible, migration of SC and also the tumor killing process. At cellular level the histological analysis allows the SC to localize, hence making it a powerful approach for management [159,216]. Moving to humans or any other larger animal, Due to tissue penetration the use of optical visualization is limited, increasing the needs of the usage of non-invasive imaging techniques. However, only in the mouse models the usage of these techniques is being applied. Example is the detection of SC is using the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) that has been overloaded with super-paramagnetic particles for determining tumor tropism and therapeutic impact [217-220]. Detection of ferumoxtrol through MRI regarded as human NSCs established their feasibility, safety, usefulness in mice, and it also donated to the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) permitting the examination of this method in human Phase clinical trial. To measure the SC fate and systemic distribution Positron emission tomography (PET) has been applied [221]. Fascinatingly, HSV-tk in combination with numerous radioactive substrates can be used as a standard for imaging, PET, and at high resolution SCs which is expressing this specific gene can be visualized [222]. Likewise, new imaging techniques are being introduced as well as new agents are engineered, in vivo the ability to record the SC behavior is increased. Hence the result is in the improvement in biological understanding, and that is in the near future the scope of SC based therapies in clinical scenarios can be improved.

Doorway of Therapeutic Stem Cells in Clinical Trials

Regardless the use of SCs in clinical trial as therapeutic uses in a very large scale and diversity, the uses of these therapeutic agents in clinical scenarios is very rare in current state. Now days in the present data regarding therapeutic trial, glioblastoma treatment is in the major ratio among other treatments, hence showing that this disease has a poor prognosis and the need of original approaches regarding its management is needed. In short duration from now for active immunity against tumor will be introduced by modifying the use of MSCs and NSCs whose aim is the establishment of the safety and efficacy of MSCs that expresses IL-12 (GX-051) and the route of administration of these drugs are intra-tumorally in patients suffering from head and neck cancer. Garcia-Castro and their co-workers demonstrated that using auto-logous MSCs laden with oncolytic adenovirus (ICOVIR-5) in a sample of four children shows efficacy and safety with metastatic neuroblastoma in several doses via infusion administration [223]. A single case was documented about the
reduction of disease in a child after three years of therapy. In a recurrent glioblastoma, modified SCs that modified CD are being tested and it is followed by the surgical removal of the cancerous mass, than the patients are treated by injecting the anti-tumor Pro-drug 5-FC after the modified SCs are introduced into the removed portion of the body. While this trial is continuing, there are two more trials which support the theory that whether combining leucasorin calcium with SCs that modifies CD OR irinotecan hydrochloride to additionally alert glioblastoma cells. These trials are not, however appealing and are not able to engage the patients and also the results are also waiting from the prior trials which were conducted for the safety and efficacy of these trials which were explored.

Conclusion

This review primarily focuses on the cancer stem cells in metastasis and potential involvement of stem cells in cancer therapy. Apart from involvement of cancer stem cells in the initiation, propagation and invasion of metastasis, they are also concerned to therapeutic resistance. In vivo, multifunctional tools based on stem cells for targeted tumor delivery is based on the tropic properties and multifunctionalization of stem cells and serve as promising alternative therapeutic approach for the treatment of an array of malignancies and disorders. This may focus the requirement of further work in gene differentiation, carcinogenic signaling pathways and identification of various new molecular biomarkers for the development of innovative therapies aimed to hamper regeneration of cancer stem cells and cancer relapse. The current cancer stem cells conception has intended scientific community towards a diverse broad research field area and possible potential for further therapeutic modalities for cancer treatment.
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